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INTRODUCTION 
N73-18696 

Optical computers ordinarily operate in an analog mode where signals 
introduced into the computer take on oontinuous values. The computing rate 
achievable in such computers is given by 

€1]P 
R =---'--

c hv(S/N)2 
(1) 

where € is the optical transfer efficiency, 1] is the quantum efficiency of the 
output detector, P is the optical input power, h is Planck's constant, v is the 
optical frequency, and (SiN) is the desired rms output signal to noise ratio. 

Fortypicalvalues such as €=O.S,1]=O.I,P= 1.0 watt, v= 10 15 Hz,S/N= 10, R c 
is ofthe order of 1014 multiplications per second. Accuracy, however, is low. In 
ordinary optical systems the accuracy level is 5 bits, but with extreme care in both 
optical design and lens elenlE'ntfabrication, 7 to 8 bit accuracy maybe achieved (1). 

Ordinarily the dynamic range in the optical analog computer is 40 db (13-
bits). Again, with extreme care in design, fabdcation and assembly 60 db 
(20-bits) may be reached. In comparison with the electronic digital computer, 
where in many cases 128 bits accuracy is available for double precision arith
metic, the optical analog computer is far from competitive. 

However, i.t is possible for optical computers to achieve high accuracy by 
operating in a digital mode using sig11al levels which are restricted to the binary 
values (0 and 1). The purpose of this paper is to describe experiments con
ducted at Perkin-Elmer demonstrating the feasibility of an optical digital com
puter. The program of this computer is entered holographically. This would 
be done under control of an electronic digital control unit (see Figure 1:). The 
digital control unit would store the program and would also act as a storage 
medium for binary numbe:1; arrays. These arrays would form the input to the 
optical computer and similar arrays would be retrieved from the optical com
puter when calculations were completed. 

In order to satisfactorily combir.e the relatively slow electronic digital 
control unit with the optical computer, it is neoessary that the optical computer 
iterate through many stages of a calculation before either requesting more data 
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Figure 1. Block schematic showing connections between the electronic control 
computer and the parallel optica l computer for use in performing 
di gital log ic holographically. 

at its input or transferring results from i s output. The optical computer would 
thus be built from a concatenation of blocks of the type shown in Figure 2. The 
block shown in this figure consist of a combination of optica l-to-optical conver
sion dev ic s (OTTO's) interspersed with computin f:'; elem nts cons isting of lens 
pairs a nd holograms . 

Th is pap I' discusses the character istics o[ the block sho\'m in F'igut' 2 . 
First the holographic operat ion is 1'e iewed from the Four ier transform view
point. The pap t' then describes the forma tion of holograms [or use in 
p rforming digital logic, illustrates the op ration of the compute r with an 
experiment in which the binary identity fun ction is calculated, then discuss 
devices for achi ving r aI - time performance , and descr ibes an application in 
pattern recognit ion using ne ighborhood logic . 

HOLOGRAP HY 

Figure 3 shows a schematic r epresentation of the first stage of the block 
s hown in Figure 2. This block makes use o[ the lens in taking the Fourier 
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Figure 2. Schematic arrangement of the basic bui Iding block of the holographic 
logic computer. Two optical to optical transducers, one hologram, and 
two Fourier transform lenses are required. 

transform. The Xl plane is the input plane, LI2 is the transform lens, and the x2 
plane is the Fourier transform plane. These planes are separated by two focal 
lengths. The lens action of the transform lens is gi·.ren in the below equation (2). 

f -jwxxl 
E(x2)= E(xl)e dX 1 (2) 

where E(x 1) is the electric field distribution in the input plane, E(x2 ) is the elec
tric field distribution in the output plane and w. = 21TX') /XF where X is the optical x _ 
wavelength and F is the focal length of 1.,12' 

Assume that the Xl plane contains a spatial light modulating device whose 
light modulating elements are discrete and regular in position. One such ele
ment is located at xa' Light emanating from this point roay be considered to be 
a positional delta function which is transformed into a plane wave in the x2 plane 
as follows. 

(3) 
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Figure 3. Analytical relationship between a discrete input at xa in the input plane 
and the associated plane wave in the Fourier plane created by the trans
form lens L12 • 

When the second lens of the block is introduced, the block is complete and 
the configuration is as sho"m in Figure 4. The lens L23 takes a Fourier trans
form with the result appearing in the x3 plane. The reader should note that, 
since lenses in optical computers take successive Fourier transforms, the 
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Figure 4. Analytical relationship between the discrete input at xa in the input 
plane and its ima~e at -xa in the output plane when two successive 
Fouri er transforms IJre taken usi ng lenses L'2 and L23 • 

inverse of the input function appears at the output, namely, a delta function not 
at xa but at - xa. This is expressed in the following equations 

J -jwxx2 
E(x3 ) = E(x2 )e dX

2 

where w = 21TX3 /XF and w' = 21TX2 jXF. x x 

In order to form a hologram and illustrate its operation upon an "input delta 
function at xa consider the configuration diagrammed in Figure 5. Two discrete 
inputs are provided: one at xa; one at xr • Lens L12 carries out the Fourier 
transform of these two delta functions to produce the electric field distribution 

(5) 
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Figure 5. Equations describing the generation of a hologram in the Fourier plane 

using a discrete input at xa and a reference at xr in the input plane. 

An energy detector placed in the x., plane records the hologram H. given as _ dr 

follows 

.H = E(x )E*(x ) = ? [ 1 + cos w (x - x )] ar . 2 2 -. x 'r 'a (6) 

Note that this hologram consists of a bias term plus a cosinusoidal term whose 
spatial frequency is proportional to the quantity (x

r 
- x

a
). 

When this hologram is placed in the optical computer and a discrete input 
occurs at xa ' the result is as shown in Figure 6. 0nce again the lens L

J 
2 

generates a plane wave in the x2 plane in which the hologram Har is located. The 
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Figure 6. Schematic showing the results when a discrete input at xa is used in 
conjunction with a hologram Har in the Fourier plane to produce three 
discrete outputs in the output plane. 

plane wave interacts with Har in such a way that three plane waves are created 
which are transformed by L23 into three delta functions according to the below 
equation 

(7) 

= 28(x3 + X ) + 8(x3 + x ) + 8(x3 - x + 2x ) a r r a 

The reader familiar with matched filter theory will recognize that the delta func
tion at - xr is the peak of the correlation function generat'3d by Har acting as a 
matched filter in the frequency domain (3). 

Another wa.y of diagramming the action of H is shown in the left hand P01.'-ar 
tion of Figure 7. This Simplified diagram indicates only the input plane (hori-
zontal line at top) and the output plane (horizontal line at bottom). The action of 
the entire lens system in combination with Har is shown merely by the downward 
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Figure 7. Abbreviated schematics showing (left hand drawing) the result given in 
Figure 6 and (right hand drawing) result when using two discrete inputs 
in the input plane at the points xa and x

b
• 

directed arrow. On the line representing the output plane the numerics indicate 
the electric field strength of three delta functions. Note that the electric field 
strength at - x is twice that of the other two delta functions. a 

HOLOGRAPHIC LOGIC 

In performing holographic digital logic it is important to understand how the 
hologram interacts with light emanating from a multiplicity of discrete inputs in 
the Xl plane. The right hand portion of Figure 7 shows what occurs when a sec
ond input is added at x b • New delta functions appear in the output plane separated 
by the distance (x

b 
- xa) from the other delta functions. They are of identical 

electrical field strength and of equal phase if we assume that the input at xb has 
strength and phase equal to that at x . a 

In ol'der to perform digital logic holographically it is necessary to combine 
at one point in the output plane energy emanating from two discrete inputs in the 
Xl plane. This may be done by using a somewhat more complex hologram con
structed in the same manner as shown in Figure 5 but with discrete inputs at 
both xa and at xb simultaneously. The electric field strength in the x" plane is 
given by the equation -

(8) 
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Figure 8. Abbreviated schematics showing the results of usi'ng the hologram H in 
the Fourier plane with a single discrete input at xa (left hand dr<:1wing) 
with two discrete inputs at the points xa and xb (right hand drawing). 

and the hologram Rabr resulting from exposing an energy detector to this field is 
given by 

=3+2[coswx(X -x )+cosw.(x -xb)+cosw (xb-x)] ,. r a x r x a 

As can be seen there are three cosinusoidal terms. If we a.ssume, as is usually 
the case, that the reference input at XI is considerably removed from the optical 
axis, then two of the cosinusoidal terms represent high spatial frequencies while 
the other has a relatively low spatial frequency related to the difference in posi
tion between xb andxa ). 

When hologram Habr is introduced in the x2 plane and an input at xa is present 
in the Xl plane, the resultant output electric field distribution is shown in the left 
hand side of Figure 8. The reader should compare this result with that shown 
in the left hand side of Figure 7 which relates to the same input configuration 
when using hologram Har . 

When using hologram Habr a single Ulput in the Xl plane produces a holo
graphic image of the input plane configuration for which Habr is the hologram. 
Thus not only does an output delta function appear at - xr but there is another 
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Figure 9. Electric field strength in the output plane at the point -x
r 

produced 
using each of the four binary combinations of inputs at xa and xb • 

delta function at a distance (xb - xa) from it. Holographically speaking this is 
the "reconstruction" of the input configuration for which Habr is the hologram (4). 

The final and most important result is shown on the right hand side of Fig'
ure 8. Here the configuration of inputs in the x 1 plane is identical to that from 
which the hologram Habr is made. When this is the case, the electric field 
strength at the point -xr in the output plane is the coherent summation of the 
electric fields at x and xb in the input plane. Speaking from the point of view of a 
matched filter theory, the electric field strength in the vicinity of - xr is the 
correlation function of the input configuration whereas that in the vicinity of the 
conjugate region at [x - (Xl +X )] is the convolution function. Other inputs 

r 1 a 
appear near the optical axis. These have the highest electric field and occur 
where the input configuration is imaged by the combined action of Ll2 and L 23 . 

In using holograms such as H
abr 

for performing digital holographic logic 
only the delta functions near - x is of importance. Therefore in the discussion 

r 
which follows only this region of the output plane is treated. 

THE BINARY IDENTITY FUNCTION 

In order to perform digital logic using Habr it is necessary to elect a method 
for introducing the binary values of the input variables. The most straight
forward approach is to use zero phase for the binary 0 and the opposite phase 
(180°) for the binary 1. The resultant field strength in the output plane at the 
point - xr for this selection of the binary variables at xa and xb is tabulated in 
Figure 9. In all cases it is assumed that the electric field strengths at xa and 
xb are identical. As can be seen, when the phase of the electric field at xa and 
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' b ar th am, th utput fi Id t1' ngth at - r i finit . Wh n the pha ar 
oppo it ,th utput at - '\ i Z 1'0. li all p aking, finit and Z l' output 
on pond t c n trucliv and d int 1'f r nc ,r p ctiv If . Logical1 
p aking, th tabulation sh wn n Figure rna ' b con id r d to b a truth table 

for th identity fWl tion . 

In o1'd I' to mpl t 1. appr ciat th appearanc of th output plane, r t r 
to Figur 10 \ hich hows in the two 1 ft hand columns th tate of the input 

a dabl and in th thre right hand columns the complet correlation fun lion 
c nfiguration in th icinit of th pint x

r
' ot only is th id nUty function 

(c nter column) hown but als th li ht distribution in its imm diate vicinit 
for all f ur p sibl pair f valu s f th input variables . 

XPERIMENTAL NFIRl\IATJ 

An xp riment wa r cently card d out in th laboraLory wh re u h a 
computation was p rform d u ing a hoI gram of th typ giv n b " "b r ' p cifi-

a lly thi h logram wa r at d using two disc ret input con i ling f 50,u1ll 

diam t r pinhol with a 100,u1ll s pal'atlon . An input li ht modulator was th n 
cr at d by vap r d poaiti, n which is hown in Figur 11. Thi light modulator 

x 
a 

-x 
r 

Figure 10 . Diagram of the autocorrelation functions produced in the vicinity 
of the point xr in the output plan for the four possible binary 
combinat ions of inputs at points x a and x I> ' 
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Figure 11 . Photomicrograph o f a two d imensional spatial li g~ t modulator ha v ing 
four phase modulat i ng regions (e nc ir c led) whose ac ti on is to sh ift the 
phase of transmitted light by 180 degrees with respect to light passing 
through adjacent regior.s. 

had its elem nts on a gr id spac ing of 100pll1 . Each e lem e nt has 50 plll in diam 
ete r. Four e lements w r e created which sh ifted th e phasE' of the transmitted 
light by 1 00 with r espect to li ght pass ing through the background . T hes e light 
m odulat in g e lem e nts we re arranged so that th e ~' would correspond to the input 
varia ble combinations given in Figure 10 . 

F igure 12 s hows the r es ultant light intensity di s ribut ion in the output plane 
when the li ght modulator was placed in the input plane . There is a background 
of in-phase illumina tion . Regions GO p.111 in diameter s howing both constructive 
and dest ructi ve inter ference m ay also be obseryed . In the central column th e 
expected b inary identification fun c ti on is di"pla yed. T he 'fbr igh t" output expected 
fo t' th e fourth value of the identity fun c tion is s ur rounded by a dark halo du to 
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Figu re 12 . Photomi c rograph of the output light intensity at a co lumn of points 
(dashed lines) at xr obtained when performing the binary identity 
function using digital holographic logic. 

0 
1 
0 
1 

the fact that the high spatial fr quenc ies cor 'esponding to the border of the light 
modulating eleIYl nts w r not pass d by the optical computer lens system . An 
iP1pr vement in performanc e was suggested and demonstrated b Dr . TIonald 
C rosso of Perkin-Elmer with the r sults shown in Figur 13 . In this case the 
l's (,ompl m nt of the binary identity fundion. namely, the Exclusiy OR. was 
cr aledo Th is was done by translating " abr by on half cycle of the spatial f1'e
qu ncy correspondin g to t~e final term in equation (9). This has the ffeet of 
producing R relative phase shift of 1 00 b tween the output generated from the 
ipput at wi 11 esp ct to that generated from the input at xh _ Thus all r gions 
of consi. ru~ tive inter ference ar replae d by r gions of destructive interferenc 
and vic V€l c;a. The only r gions of constructiv interf rence ex ist where the 
valu s of th 1put variables are unequal in phase. As can b en th (' gnal to 
nois ratio is considerably enhanc d. T hus is w uld appear that an inverting 
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph o f the light irtensity in the output plane a t point '\ 
(dashed lines ) obtained when performing the Exclusive OR function 
using digital holographic logic. 

lng-ic 21)rresponding to he I', complement is more practical to llS(' in optical 
computers pcrforminf.!, dif.!,ital holographi lof.!,lc than Uw direct logic ",host' 
results an' shown in Flgure 1~. 

OPTICAL TO ()PT1CAL CO~\'I':m)I()~ 

In orcl 'r to make cohe rent optical computers using eJi gital holographic logic 
a practical realit" it is ncccssan' to obtain OTTO's for transducing the light 
intensity distrihution in the output planc' into ~lppropriatc input Sig11Uls for th" 
next block in thl' computer chain . One possible OTTO is shown sch~maticall\' 

in l"if.!,urc 1 L T~1is device is thl' P:\lL;\\ (Photosensi ti ve :'Ilembranc Lif.!,ht 
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Figure 14. Isometri c draw ing showing the basic configurat"Jn of the photo 
sensitive membrane light modulator (input surface below; ou tput 
surface above ) . 

Modulator) or iginally desctibed by Re izman (5). T he P l L 1 is m ade from a 
thin silicon substra ' 2) us ing integrated c ircui t technology . Wh e n l1 - type s ilicon 
is us ed, a heavy 11+ diffus ion is made on th input s urface to ac t as a t ra ns pa r e nt 
elec trode . On the oppos i t s urfac p+ diffusions a r e m ade ha ving th s ize a nu 
spacing of the required input a r r a y of pha s e modulating elem e nts . T hes e dU-
fu ions form an arra y of pl1 junc tion diode~ . Overl adng the diodes is a r s isti ve 
laye r consisting of a semi-ins ulating mate rial app roximatel~' 1 m thick . This 
la ye r is inte rrupt d with c ircuh l perforati ons r egiste r ed with th p r egions of 
the diod e a rray . 

Three more laye r s complete th dev ice . First th 1'e is a cod ecting elec
trode on top of th e semi-insulat ing laye r (but not xL ndin g ove r th cir ular 
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perforations) . ne;{t is a polymer membrane which is stretched tightly across the 
perforations, and finally , a lay r of metalization which makes the polymer m m
brane reflectiv e . 

The Pl\lLl\ l is e nergized by a power supply poled so as to back bias all the 
diodes in the array . This pla<.;es the positive terminal of the power supply on 
the transparen t electrode a nd the negative terminal is common to both the col
lecting electrode and the membrane m ,etalization . When the input surface of the 
Pl\ILl\1 is not illum inated, all diodes u e back b iased and, ideally , no current 
flows through the semi-insulating layer . This means tha t the entire potential of 
th power supply appears across the pn junctions l eaving all p regions at the 
potential of the collec tin g electrode (and the membrane metalization). When 
light strikes locally in the vicinity of one diod e , thi s diode conducts a nd the p 
region now becomes more positive . This introduces a potential differenc e 
between the p region and the membrane m etali<"ation. Due to electrostatic 
forc es the membrane locally deflects . Phase modulation of reflected light 
results from this deflection . 

The m(.lm brane surface of the P1\l LlVT is the output surface and it is coher
ently illuminated from an optical source . By adjust ing the opt ical computer 
parameters properly, phase modulation due to deformations of the membrane 
elements may be made to correspond to the 0° and 1800 points necessary for 
doin~ hinary logic holographically. Interferograms showing the operation of 
two e lements of an early Pl\I Ll\1 are ",hown in Figure 15. Each interferogram 
is of the same portion of the P:\IL?I. Two circular elem ents are shown which 
are approximately' -1:011111 in diameter on appJ'vximatel~' 100plll centers . From 

Figure 15. Interfe rom ic rograms s~ow i ng uefkdions o f the outpu t surface of a 
photo sensi ti ve membrane li ght modL.lator (left to r ight ): power off; 
power on, no i Ilumi nat ion; power on and ilium i na ted . 
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left to right in Figure 15 the first interferogram shows the membrane elements 
undeflected when no power is applied to the PMLM. With the power supply 
adjusted to 70 volts, both elements deflect due to spurious leakage current 
through the corresponding diodes. The deflection produces a phase modulation 
of the order of 1800 • This phase level must therefore be utilized as the zero 
degree phase reference. When the input surface of the PMLM is illuminated, a 
further deflectIon takes place as is shown. in the right hand interferogram. With 
proper design a further increase of 1800 may be achie¥ed. Thus the actual 
operating states of the membrane elements in question would be 1800 to 3600 

rather than from 00 to 1800 • 

CONCLUSION 

Although all propositional logic may not be carried out using the identity 
function or the exclusive OR, it is possible to expand the above techniques into 
a complete logical set by incorporating the logical OR function. To accomplish 
this one must use a three-state logic employing three input elements for each 
two-input function. One element is always at zero degrees of phase. The holo
gram used is made with three input elements at 00 , 1200 , and 2.100 • The input/ 
output truth table is as follows: 

Input A Input B Output 

00 00 Zero 
00 1800 Finite 

1800 00 Finite 
1800 1800 Finite 

The initial entry in the truth table causes the hologram to create a coherent 
summation in the output plane of three equal vectors of phase 00

, 1200
, and 2400

, 

respectively. This produces a null condition (destructive interference) and 
therefore a 0 output. In all other cases, where 1800 is added to either or both 
of the inputs, the vector summation in the output plane is no longer null and a 
fini te output occurs. 

Using this simple modification of the original two-state logic described 
above, all propositional logic may be performed using the appropriate hologram. 
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